
SENSORY  ACUITY  -  30  DAY  COURSE

This course is designed to be done every single day.

Before we dive into specific drills for practicing your sensory acuity it's important to know
where you're starting from.

While just about everyone has all five senses, as human beings we tend to come to rely
on one sense more than the others in our interactions with the world.

Early in NLP lots of big words were used, which is where we get the acronym VAKOG
from.

V = Visual = See
A = Auditory = Hear
K = Kinesthetic = Touch and Feel
O = Olfactory = Smell
G = Gustatory = Taste

In most cases olfactory and gustatory are not our primary ways of interacting with the
world. Therefore we won't be spending a lot of time with them in this course. That doesn't
mean they're not important, just not as much so.

That leaves us with three, visual, auditory and the catch-all category of kinesthetic (in this
is lumped tactile, temperature, proprioception, as well as internal feelings).

Your primary sense is good to know as you can use it to your benefit. You can also know
when it might be your weakness.

While in general, no sense is better than another, for specific tasks, there certainly can be
a best and worst sense to use.

The great news is that all of your sense can be improved. And the best way to do that is
by practicing your sensory acuity.

The place to start is with this short six question test.

Download the Representation Systems Test here.

Fill it out and it will give you insight on which senses are stronger and which are weaker.

This is your one practice task for today.
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As you go through the drills and practice throughout this course I recommend you keep a
written journal to detail what you notice. This helps to reinforce your practice as well as
what you learn from it.

The eyes are like the keyboards to our brains. To input certain commands and access
certain information the eyes move in specific ways.

From observing many people the following chart was created.

Starting today we'll cover some of what it says, and in the next few emails in the series
we'll cover the rest.

It's important to not dive into all the details right away as you'll become overloaded and
won't get everything. But by chunking it down in this way we can easily observe one thing
at a time and gain the practice in sensory acuity that we need.

So today we start with the Visual.

When people look up they're typically looking at pictures or movies inside. If they look to
their left they're remembering pictures. If they're looking to the right they're constructing
pictures.

(Note: That a certain segment of the population, especially but not always left handed
people, are reversed in this pattern, that is to their left is constructed, and right is
recalled.)
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To start with your practice today, go check out this video, an interview with actor Bryan
Cranston about the new Godzilla movie.

You'll quickly see him access pictures of Godzilla in his mind near the beginning.

Also contrast this looking up, versus when he rolls his eyes later in the clip.

Noticing these upwards eye movements is what I want you to practice today. Throughout
the day when you're interacting with people notice when they look upwards to the left and
right.

You might think about what they could be seeing, but the most important thing is to just
notice that they're doing it.

If you want, ask some questions that are likely to get people to see pictures.

Also remember when we did the representations test. Some people are high visuals and
are frequently looking at their mental pictures. Other people almost never do (and
sometimes are completely unconscious of the fact that they do create pictures at all).
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Yesterday we covered the visual component of eye accessing cues. Today we move into
the middle area, or auditory range.

When people look straight to the left or to the right, they're typically accessing auditory
information in their brain.

To the left is remembered or recalled auditory memory.

To the right is created or constructed auditory sounds.

(Remember a small percentage of people reverse these.)

Hearing what something sounds like, remembering what someone said to you, creating a
melody in your head, these are all examples of the audio capabilities.

Noticing these movements is a little tougher than the visual for one reason. It takes more
of a discerning eye to tell whether the movement is straight to the side, or a little up or
down.

This interview with Amanda Seyfried shows a few auditory eye movements. Can you
catch when they occur?

As you practice this today in your interactions with people, notice the times when their
eyes move to the left or right.

If you want ask some questions that are likely to get people to hear something.
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When we move to the bottom range of the eye movements it's setup differently than the
visual or auditory range.

Looking down and to the right indicates a person is accessing feelings.

It's important to note that the word 'feeling' can be confusing in our English language.
Most people associate it with emotions and that's a part of it but not everything.

Also along with this is any felt sensation, whether this is external or internal (like feeling a
doorknob versus feeling butterflies in your stomach).

As before many people spend a long time in this area, while others seldom go.

In this interview with Ian McDiarmid, he discusses his role as Emperor Palpatine in
Return of the Jedi. As before you'll notice plenty of other eye movements, but pay
attention to when they go down and to the right.

And then take this practice with you throughout the day. Notice when people look down
and to their right. See if you can match this up with the feelings they may be going
through. You can always ask them about what you perceive.
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It took me a while to really grasp what 'auditory digital' meant and to understand its
implications.

Auditory refers to sound and in this case digital means words. Thus auditory digital is
about talking to yourself. It means thinking in words rather than in pictures, other sounds,
or feelings.

Thus this area is often called self-talk or internal dialog, and it is accessed typically when
a person looks down and to the left.

Language acts as symbols of sensory representation and to evaluate such. Therefore all
language is detached or meta to actual experience. To put it another way talking about an
experience is very different from actually experiencing it.

And it's similar inside our heads. Talking, to ourselves, about something is quite different
from the other forms of representation.

This accessing is very common in politicians. The reason for that is they're going over
what they're about to say before they say it.

You'll see about half of this interview (from the famous David Frost interview) Richard
Nixon, is in this area.

And as a bonus notice when his eyes move into the kinesthetic range, shifting back and
forth between the two, as he tells an emotional story.

There's a good chance you won't be interacting with politicians today, but they're far from
the only ones that do this. Notice the eye movements that indicate internal dialog with
everyone you interact with today.
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Over the past few days we've covered the different components of the eye accessing
cues. By taking a day at a time to go through them all, in both video practice, and your
everyday life, you should have begun to see how easy this can be.

Today I want to give you a few more tips that can make this practice even better.

1) Primary Representation System

At the start of this course I gave you a test to find out your primary representation system.
But that's not the only way to figure it out. Noticing what people do with their eye
accessing can give you a look into their world.

Do they look upwards most of the time? There is a good chance they're high visual.

Do they look from side to side? Then you may have an auditory. (Note that this one is
more rare than the others.)

Do they spend most of their time looking down and to the right. They might be a very
kinesthetic person.

Do they look down and to the left mostly? You could have a very digital person on your
hands.

A couple of caveats though. Don't jump to conclusions. First of all, the context does
matter. A person that is mostly kinesthetic may be very visual for on thing and if you base
everything off that conversation you may get it wrong.
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Also, no conclusions should be reached off of one piece of information. Put together eye
accessing movements along with all the other sensory information you get from other
details, which will be covered in the coming days.

And you can also test it out. Not necessarily asking directly, but saying something that
puts your hypothesis to the test.

2) Quick Eye Movements

Sometimes people are helpful when you're learning eye accessing cues. They stare in
one direction for a while and/or return to it frequently.

These people make it easy on you.

Unfortunately, it's not always like this.

Many eye accessing movements are very quick. It can occur in a split second. Its there
and it's gone. And three or more movements may occur in very quick succession.

So don't just look for the long stares but also pay attention to the quickest eye flicks.

3) An External Cue

One of the toughest parts of practicing sensory acuity for me was to REMEMBER TO DO
IT.

I'd be out with people, the perfect time to be more aware, but I'd get wrapped up in the
conversation and all my NLP skills would go out the window.

Perhaps you've already noticed this engaging in the practice in this course. So here are
two tips to help you out.

Set a specific intention. To think I'm going to practice sensory acuity is quite broad and
easy to forget. But if you say I'm going to look just at eye accessing you have one thing to
focus on making it more likely to happen.
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Secondly, building in an external cue is very helpful. This can serve as a reminder to
snap you back into sensory acuity mode when you get wrapped up in content.

I took a pen and placed a small ink mark on my hand for this reason. Then anytime I saw
that mark it would remind me to practice.

Get lost in conversation...notice the mark...start be aware again for a few minutes...lose
attention...notice it again...practice some more...and so on.

Very helpful!

There are plenty more tips I could give but this email is getting long already, so onto your
practice for today.

Go ahead and watch this interview with Mel Gibson.

Do you notice all the different eye movements, visual, auditory, kinesthetic, digital?

Can you make a guess as to his primary representation system?

Go ahead and be aware of all the eye accessing in your interactions with other people
today. And be sure to setup an external cue, like a pen mark, to help you remember to do
it.
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The eye accessing cues, which show representations people are using, are not the only
things you can learn from eye movements.

Another thing they can point to (literally) is how a person stores and sorts time
cognitively.

In NLP the term time line is used, as most people sort time on a line. There are two
classic examples that are widely used, although there are many variations on these.

A through time person is off of their time path. It generally runs from left to right, meaning
the left is their past and the right is their future. Of course, a few people do have the
reverse of this.

Therefore if the person is recalling an incident from their past they may look to their left
side. And as they imagine the future they can look to the right. Their present is right in
front of them.

An in time person is standing on their time line with the past behind them and the future
out in front. Because its harder to see the future or the past these people are often much
more present (which can also mean they show up late often times).

Here with the eyes you'll notice more of a focusing or defocusing effect as they travel
through time, cognitively of course.

In this video from NLP-Gym's Sensory Acuity Workshop you'll get to see and example of
a person accessing time. Before its stated in the video, can you tell if she is through time
or in time?

For today, forget about the eye accessing cues as you watch how people perceive time.
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Yesterday we talked about the eyes moving to show time locations. And as you practiced
this you may have noticed that the eyes aren't even the best indicator of time.

People gesture towards their time lines as well.

So now we move from the eyes to the rest of body language. Actually, by starting with the
eyes, you'll probably find all of this area much easier.

The eyes are small and move quick. Gestures are much more overt.

As for gestures about time its much the same as the eyes.

A through time person, with the line running left to right, will gesture to the left for their
past, in front of them for the present and to the right for the future.

To get more specific the near past, like yesterday or last week, will be closer to the
present, and many years ago will be further away.

An in time person, running from behind to in front of them, will gesture behind for their
past, right in front of them or even at themselves for their present, and further forward for
the future.

Remember that there are many variations on these basic time lines and it can switch for 
different contexts, but as a generalization these are very useful.

Another video from our Sensory Acuity workshop, which you can get all of here,
showcases these gestures and eye movements for time.

Then carry this practice on with you today. When talking to people ask questions about
their past or their future, in a conversational manner, and notice what you notice.
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Yesterday we talking about how people gesture to indicate how they store and process
time.

But that's only a small piece of what people do with gestures. Here's a number of other
ways gestures are used (and this is by no means a complete list)

They gesture towards where they feel things in their body. This may be something like a
pain or injury, or internal feelings, like saying I feel tense and gesturing at their stomach.

They gesture outside of their body to many locations where they may hold an event or
concept.

When associated into a memory or experience they'll gesture (point) to the locations of
other people, places and things as if they're actually in that direction.

People use gestures to aid in the metaphors they speak.

They use gestures to sort one thing from another.

And sometimes all these gestures are a necessary part of thinking, especially for a
kinesthetic. If you want to make it much harder for a kinesthetic to speak tell him or her to
keep their hands in their pockets.

Now I actually want you to watch the same video as from yesterday available right here,
except this time you'll be doing it through the filter of watching all these different kinds of
gestures, and there are a lot!

And take this practice into your interactions with others today. Pay attention to their hand
movements. But that's not all. Gesturing can be made with any part of the body.
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Physiology is the term used in NLP to describe how a person holds their body as well as
much more. In this sense it is like posture which will be our focus for today.

And there is a lot more which will be discussed in the coming days too.

Like gestures the posture is a fairly big signal that is easy to see. Of course, within it can
lots of minor details.

Are they leaning forward?

Are they leaning back?

Is weight shifted to one foot, the other, or balanced?

Are they hunched over or standing tall?

Are the hands moving or are they resting somewhere?

Legs or arms crossed or open?

As you engage in "people watching" today notice all that you can notice from their posture
and body. Don't be so quick to judge what it means, instead say to yourself sensory
descriptive terms of what they're doing.

In order to get you ready to practice this, check out this interview with Meg Ryan and take
note of the postures in her and the interviewer.
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Yesterday we talked about posture. Today, and over the next few days, we'll be drilling
into the finer details of physiology.

One of those is skin color.

I'm not talking about if a person is black, white, or whatever.

Instead this is all about how circulation moves within a persons body sometimes bringing
more or less color to the body.

This is especially true in the face. That's the easiest place to see it happen.

Just think of a person blushing.

Then think of other reasons a person may get more color. Beyond embarrassment, you
can have many states of happiness, pleasure, openness and more. Other emotional
states like anger can also bring in color.

And when might a person lose color and go 'white'?

The first one likely to come to mind is fear. Others might include sadness, loneliness or
detachment.

Remember the goal of sensory acuity isn't necessarily to guess about their state, but to
notice what you notice regarding color changes, and then put that information together
with other bits.

This is very dependent on the person. Some people's skin changes color frequently.
Others you won't see much.

In this practice video for today, start watching at minute 9:00 and watch Shelley's skin
tone change over the next 60 seconds. 

It's got some obvious ones in there, but that's great to start out with for today.

Engage in this practice today as well. When you first see a person notice their coloring to
get a baseline. Then as you interact with them, or watch them interact with others, pay
attention to when they're skin color might change, if even just a little bit.
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How did watching skin color go for you? Remember you can reply back to anyone of
these emails to give use feedback and we'd love to hear from you.

Today we turn our attention on breathing.

Some people breath high up in their chest, even as if all the action occurs in the throat.

Some people breath deep, and you can watch their belly expand and fall with each
breath.

Of course there are several steps in between.

And breathing is not a static thing. It changes all the time with our state and the rest of
our physiology.

Many of the so called "negative" states often have more shallow breathing with them.

That's one of the reasons its often recommended for anyone in these states to take a
deep breath. This alone can begin to transform the state.

And many of the "positive" states have deeper breathing attached to them.

Of course what is deep to one person could be shallow in comparison to another. So you
must calibrate individually for each person. Remember to look for that baseline and then
you can see changes from there.

Also be aware of the fact that some people make very little movement in their body with
their breathing. Others it is as clear as night and day.

In addition to watching people breath, try to match your breathing to theirs. This is a very
useful mirroring step for gaining rapport.

Start out with this video where you can see a clear breathing change in Jennifer Aniston
at one point.

Then take this practice with you throughout the day. Notice where the best place to keep
your focus is to watch breathing in other people.
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We begin to narrow down on finer details. Yet these details can give you lots of
information.

Today you'll be focusing on the nose and forehead.

The nose, specifically the nostrils, can have a fairly surprising amount of movement.
Think about some of are common phrases then see if you can watch them happen, like
the nose flaring, or "She turned her nose up at me."

The nose will also show you when their olfactory sense comes into play. For some
disgust may be shown metaphorically as if smelling something disgusting.

The forehead will also give you lots of information at times. The easiest thing to notice is
when the eyebrows move up or down. Both of these will move the forehead as well.

Commonly, surprise will send the eyebrows up and wrinkle the forehead. (Now you may
also be able to tell who has gotten botox as movement stops occurring.)

So go ahead and watch the nose and forehead throughout today, realizing what
information you can gain from them.

Here's a video that will get you started, an interview with Ben Stiller and Chris Rock.
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Yesterday we covered the higher and middle parts of the face with the nose and
forehead. Today we move lower.

In fact, while watch the nose and forehead, you may have found it hard not to notice the
mouth as well.

People can make all sorts of shapes and sizes with their mouth and lips. The lips can
point in a direction, purse together, plump out and much more. One lip can do one thing
while the other does something else, like the lower lip jutting out, while the top lip is in a
regular position.

The mouth opens and closes, but also has side to side movement, as well as forward and
back.

So while the lips are easy to watch, a bit more subtle is the jaw. By looking at the sides of
the face and the neck you can notice tension or the lack of it in the jaw. The teeth
clenched tightly can be a useful piece of information in many cases.

And just how much further can you take this? Milton Erickson use to watch the pulse of
people through the carotid artery in their neck.

That's beyond what I'd like you to focus on today, but if you do notice it, you're doing
great.

Today focus on the jaw, mouth and lips. Notice what you notice as you interact with
others.

This interview with Donald Sterling regarding his recent racist remarks shows lots of
information in the lower facial area.
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Over the past two weeks we've covered all manners of watching people for sensory
acuity. From eye accessing to body language, down to fine details like tension in the
jaws.

While its great to practice these things one at a time like we've done, if you only focus on
a single detail at any one time you'll miss the big picture.

No single detail gives you all the information you need. Instead you want to look at the
relation between everything you can see.

So today will be about practicing everything all together. Just allow your eyes to relax and
soft focus as you take in the whole picture.

As you do that you'll notice many details...

And an important part of sensory detail is to NOT jump to conclusions, not too quickly and
without feedback.

As you'll see in this video from the Sensory Acuity Workshop there are two parts to
noticing.

The first is highly accurate, in that you can point out what you see in sensory descriptive
details.

The second is open for lots of debate, where you then label this information as
something.

For instance sensory description may point out that the corners of the mouth are raised
up.

A label would be that this person is happy because they're smiling.

So check out this video to see the difference in the sensory details of looking at a state
and then attempting to put a label on it.

As you go throughout your day today, notice the whole picture. Then as you interact with
people as some questions that can test your hypothesis about what sort of state they may
be in.
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In grammar predicates are "part of a sentence or clause containing a verb and stating
something about the subject (e.g., went home in John went home )."

In NLP the term predicate is used a bit differently. While it can be a verb, adjectives
(describing words) are also used.

Most importantly, the predicates that people use give you information about which senses
a person in representing their speech, and thus thinking, in.

Over the next several days we're going to discuss these words in depth, starting with
visual words. The following is a list of visual words and phrases that are more or less
common. This isn't an exhaustive list, although it is quite comprehensive.

Go ahead and read all of these words and phrases out loud now. This is important
because, by doing it out loud, you'll have to pay more attention to them.

Words
Admire
Appear
Attractive
Blurred
Bright
Clear
Cloudy
Colorful
Conceal
Dark
Dawn
Disappear
Display
Envision
Expose
Eyed
Faced 
Flash
Focus
Foggy
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Form
Gaze
Glance
Glare
Gleam
Glow
Graphic
Hazy
Illuminate
Imagine
Obscure
Observe
Look
Peer
Perspective
Picture
Preview
Reflect
Reveal
Scan
See
Shiny
Show
Sight
Sparkle
Spy
Staring
Twinkle
Vanish
Veil
View
Visualize
Vivid
Watch

Phrases
An eyeful
Appears to me
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Beyond a shadow of a doubt
Bird's eye view
Catch a glimpse of
Crystal clear
Clear cut
Dim view
Flashed on
Get a perspective on
Get a scope on
Hazy idea
Horse of a different color
In light of
In person
In view of
Looks like
Make a scene
Mental image
Mental picture
Mind's eye
Naked eye
Paint a picture
Pretty as a picture
See to it
Short sighted
Showing off
Sight for sore eyes
Staring off into space
Take a peek
Tunnel vision
Under your nose
Up front
Well defined

Notice, especially with the phrases, how these words made images flash across your own
mental screen.

Now throughout your day listen to when people use these visual predicates. Take a
mental note every time you hear one.

To start with, here's a video interview with Clint Eastwood.
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How did it go yesterday? Could you see the images people were speaking about when
they painted a picture with their words?

Today, we move onto auditory predicates. All of these words indicate sound and noises.

Once again start off, right now by reading this list out loud to yourself. Whether you
mumble under your breath or shout them out take a minute to do it now.

Words
Announce
Answer
Argue
Asked
Attune
Call
Chatter
Cheer complain
Crescendo
Cry
Deaf
Discuss
Echo
Explain
Expression
Growl
Grumble
Gurgling
Harmonize
Hear
Hum
Inquire
Insult
Lecture
Listen
Loud
Melodious
Mention
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Mumble
Noisy
Outspoke
Overtones
Question
Quiet
Recite
Reply
Request
Resonance
Sang
Shout
Shriek
Shrill
Sighs
Silences
Silent
Sound(s)
Stammer
Talk
Tell
Translate
Unhearing
Utter
Vocal
Yell

Phrases
Be all ears
Be heard
Blabber mouth
Clear as a bell
Clearly expressed
Call on
Describe in detail
An earful
Give an account of
Give me your ear
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Grant an audience
Heard voices
Hidden message
Hold your tongue
Idle talk
Inquire into
Keynote speaker
Loud and clear
Make music
Manner of speaking
Pay attention to
Power of speech
Purrs like a kitten
Rap session
Rings a bell
State your purpose
Tattle-tale
To tell the truth
Tongue-tied
Tuned in/tuned out
Unheard of
Utterly
Voiced an opinion
Well informed
Within hearing
Word for word

Tune your ears to the following video from Dr Michael Beckwith and notice how many
auditory words and phrases you can hear.

And as you go through your day be all ears to pick up auditory predicates from everyone
around you.
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Was listening to auditory predicates yesterday like making music, or did it grind to a halt?

Today we move onto kinesthetic predicates, something you can really get a handle on.

Read all the words and phrases out loud. If you feel the need to move while you do it, go
right ahead.

Words
Angle
Beat
Bends
Bounce
Break
Brush
Burdened
Carry
Clumsy
Comfortable
Concrete
Exciting
Feel
Firm
Fits
Flop
Force
Grab
Grapple
Grasps
Grinds
Hard
Hold
Hug
Hurt
Irritate
Mushy
Movement
Pinch
Plush
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Pressure
Pull
Rub
Run
Scramble
Shaky
Skip
Slip
Smooth
Soft
Solid
Spike
Stuffed
Suffer
Sweep
Thick
Touch
Trample
Tremble
Twist
Warm
Wash
Weigh
Work

Phrases
All washed up
Be felt
Boils down to
Catch on
Chip off the old block
Come to grips with
Connect with
Control yourself
Cool/calm/collected
Firm foundations
Floating on thin air
Get a hold of
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Day 18 - Kinesthetic Predicates



Get a handle on
Get a load of this
Get in touch with
Get the drift of
Get your goat
Hand in hand
Hands on
Hang in there
Heated argument
Hold it
Hold on
Hothead
Keep your shirt on
Know-how
Lay cards on table
Light headed
Make contact
Pain-in the neck
Pull some strings
Sharp as a tack
Slip through
Slipped my mind
Smooth operator
Start from scratch
Stiff upper lip
Stuffed shirt
Throw out
Tap into
Too much of a hassle
Topsy-turvy
Turn around

You know the drill.

Watch this video with Patrick Stewart and pay attention to the kinesthetic predicates.

And take this into your practice today listening to all of those you interact with.
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Day 18 - Kinesthetic Predicates

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pXOK-ZVJMaU


Have you noticed that certain predicates are easier be aware of then others? This is
because you work through your own filters.

If you're a kinesthetic you use those words more often yourself, thus it is easier for you to
pick them up. You can even place a kinesthetic feeling onto words that aren't necessarily
represented in that way in the other person.

For instance if I say the word 'light' which VAK is that? The truth is it can be all three, it
depends on the context.

And that brings us to our non-sensory predicates. These words describe something but
they don't necessarily show it in sensory details.

Read the list and give it some thought.

Words
Be conscious
Be cognizant
Become aware
Believe
Change
Clear
Conceive
Consider
Decide
Experience
Insensitive
Know
Learn
Light
Motivate
Nice
Notice
Perceive
Process
Question
Sense
Think
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Day 19 - Non-Sensory Predicates



Understand

When people speak in these terms and you need to get more details that can be a useful
place for the Meta Model to come in. But that's a discussion for another time.

Watch this interview and notice the lack of sensory descriptions at times.

Then listen for all these words today.
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Day 19 - Non-Sensory Predicates

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q-NxF4Tel6A


Yesterday we discussed non-sensory words. If you run into a person that always talks in
these you may have someone that is predominantly digital on your hands.

Digital, means you represent the world primarily through language which is a meta-level
jump to any of the direct senses.

In addition to using lots of non-sensory words they can use a few digital phrases. Think of
these like a robot or an accountant would talk.

Digital Phrases
Doesn't compute
Factor in
Get an account of
Hash it out
The bottom line

And we don't want to forget our other senses completely. Here is a list of words where
people indicate smell and taste. There are some people that use these senses more than
others (and they tend to like cooking and/or eating food a lot).

Bitter
Fragrant
Fresh
Odor
Pungent
Salty
Savor
Smell
Smoky
Sour
Spicy
Stale
Sweet
Taste

Watch this humorous video to see some of these taste words in action.

And listen to people throughout your day. Can you pay attention to digital, olfactory and
gustatory predicates all at once? I think you can.
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Day 20 - Digital, Olfactory and Gustatory Predicates

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1nZmRsyAX44


Okay...

We've covered all of the predicates in lots of detail over the past five days. Before we
move onto the next subject in the Sensory Acuity Course, let's spend one day to bring
them all together.

Predicates can be useful in finding out the primary representation system of people you
interact with in your world. This can then be used for rapport and influence in any number
of ways.

As you listen to people speak today which predicates do they use more than any others?

Remember that everyone has all the senses and will use these words at certain times,
but they use one much more than the other.

And of course, context matters. It takes an extremely auditory person to speak about a
workout in those terms (which may be a reason that auditory people don't like working out
that much, unless they use music to get into it).

As you go through your day with every interaction with another person, see if you can
determine how they primarily represent the world through their predicates.

If other stuff like eye movements and body language helps inform you that's great, but be
sure to focus most of your attention on the words they use.

In this Ted Talk about learning styles can you tell what is here primary representation
system in use here?
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Day 21 - Putting All the Predicates Together

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KyAaxHvUGog


Over the past several days we've focused on predicates, that is the words and phrases
people use, which indicate sensory systems.

That is one part of auditory acuity. The other piece is to look at the qualities or
submodalities of the information you hear. We start this off today with speed and tempo.

I'm sure throughout your life you've noticed that some people talk faster and other people
talk slow.

Forsomethewordsfalloutoftheirmouthsoquickitslikethis.

For...others...its...a...long...slow......road.

And very few people talk at the same pace all of the time. So when you can notice when
they speed up or slow down it can be great to notice that.

This video shows Aaron Paul, from the phenomenal Breaking Bad TV show, on Jimmy
Kimmel. Notice their speed of talking and its changes.

And as you go throughout today notice which people talk fast and which people talk slow.
You can even pay attention to this detail in your own voice.

Pay particular attention to changes in tempo.
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Day 22 - Speed and Tempo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uIijzQdzwmU


Our next auditory quality to focus on is volume.

At times YOU CAN'T HELP BUT TO NOTICE THIS.

at other times it may pass by undetected.

This goes far beyond shouts and whispers though.

Take note of the baseline volume and then notice how certain words and phrases may be
said louder or softer.

A change in volume for one word versus another can dramatically change the meaning of
a phrase.

YOU never show me appreciation.

You never show ME appreciation.

Same words but the volume can point out the difference in focus.

What can you notice regarding volume in this video with Danny De Vito?

When you interact with others today pay particular attention to changes in volume. To do
this you'll first what to notice what is the baseline volume they're using in this particular
situation then listen for the changes from that point.
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Day 23 - Volume

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-uJ9A5XISk


Today we move onto the final auditory qualities we'll be focusing on, pitch and timbre.

Pitch is about the frequency of the sound, at a higher or lower scale.

Timbre is part of the tone quality, what distinguishes it from other sounds, besides pitch
and volume.

For the most part people will tend to keep the same timbre of their voice, but this is a
useful quality in distinguishing one voice from another.

Pitch changes up as much as volume and speed though.

For example, an upwards inflection, an increase in pitch, at the end of a sentence can
transform it from a statement to a question.

The same statements used to described how volume can change the same words can be
applied with pitch.

YOU never show me appreciation.

You never show ME appreciation.

A great way to practice all of the auditory qualities is to listen to people who do
impressions. Impressions are all about changing the voice qualities. More often than not
you'll also see big body language shifts too.

On that note here is Robin Williams doing a few. Notice his baseline and how that
changes at times, and then listen for the big differences when he emulates others.

As you go throughout your day notice the quality of timbre that makes each voice unique.

Then pay attention to their pitch. Notice if their baseline is a low or a high pitch and how it
changes from there.
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Day 24 - Pitch and Timbre

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SPz6JKGlzSI


Tactile
Temperature
Proprioception
Pain
Balance

Finally, we move onto kinesthetic awareness. This is a bit different than the other two for
a number of reasons.

When interacting with people we get a lot of information via what we see and what we
hear.

But just like we typically don't smell or taste people, we aren't "feeling" them much either.

And within the category of kinesthetic there is a lot going on.

These all get grouped under kinesthetic. So do our internal feelings, which are part of
emotions. So it's a big category.

While we may not notice it, this sense can give us lots of information, in any interaction.
Kind of like our senses of smell and taste parts of this system are mostly forgotten and
untrained.

To start with we'll focus on some of the basics. This pressure and temperature from the
Sensory Acuity workshop requires at least two other people.

One person sits or stands with his or her eyes closed. Two other people take turns
touching them in a similar way. After calibrating the differences the first person then calls
out who is doing the touching as the other two do it in a random manner.

More details are explained here.

If you can't find two other people to do this drill with you can do an alternative.

Go ahead and touch yourself on the shoulder or arm. If you close your eyes you may
notice you can calibrate your kinesthetic sense better. Alter your own touch slightly as
you notice the differences. Feel the location. Feel the pressure used. Feel the
temperature of your hand.
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Day 25 - Kinesthetic Acuity

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3LVjOBI7P5s


Today we focus on a kinesthetic drill which bridges the gap from yesterday's practice into
what is coming next.

This one can be done by yourself.

Where ever you reading this there is surely a lot of other stuff in the room (or outside) with
you. Take a moment to look around. There are probably objects as well as the floor or
walls.

Select one thing. You can close your eyes if you want, but reach out, in your mind, as if
your hand was going to touch that object.

You're using your imagination, as well as past associations, to re-create that tactile
feeling. After you do this for a few seconds, touch the object physically.

How close was your imagination to the actual feel of the object?

Repeat this for five to then different objects. Notice if you begin to get better at creating
the right feeling before you actually feel it.

This trains your tactile senses as well as internal feeling creation and calibration.
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Day 26 - Feeling Drill



Today we move more into our internal world of feelings.

Note that feelings are different from emotions, though most people use the terms
synonymously.

Feelings are just like touching an object. It gives you tactile, location, temperature,
balance, and other kinesthetic information. A feeling is like this except it is internal or
within your body.

(Actually feelings can also be outside of your body too, like a pressure from outside. This
is why in the previous drill you could extend your touching beyond your body. It begins to
show how our kinesthetic feelings can go further than us.)

An emotion is a label for a state, which is made up both of thoughts and internal feelings.
Today we focus on calibrating our internal feelings.

I've had a chance to work with many people in coaching situations using NLP. Those with
an NLP background, having trained calibration, typically are easier to work with because
they can put words to these feelings.

Other people without this background sometimes have very little calibration skill of
internal feelings, and thus it takes a longer time to work with them.

Go ahead and read through this whole email, then come back to it to do the drill.

Recall an experience that was very happy for you. By thinking about this you can put
yourself back in the state.

Notice how your physiology shifts to help you access it.

Once you get into the state focus inwardly to the internal feelings you have. Where do
you feel "happiness"?

Is there any feeling in your feet, your legs, your abdomen, your chest or back, your
shoulders, your hands, your face? Anywhere else?
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What are all the qualities of what you feel? Size and location? Pressure? Energy?
Movement or still? If its moving where does it go? Is it hot or cold? Is there an attached
image or sound? What is the intensity?

See if you can increase any of these to increase the state of happiness. (Note: this is
playing with submodalities.)

Good. Once you're done come out of it.

Having another person to lead you through this and ask questions can be very helpful,
although you can do it by yourself.

Now repeat the same thing with a couple other emotions like sadness, anger, surprise,
boredom, interest, anxious, etc.
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Day 27 - Internal Feelings



Today we put together the kinesthetic training we've been doing the past couple days in
how it can be used with other people.

Cast your mind back to the end of the visual sensory acuity training. You'll recall we did a
drill I like to call Show State where you calibrate visually all the sensory descriptions of a
person in a state.

Today we'll be doing that again, but with a twist.

After you visually calibrate, you'll want to match your physiology to theirs. By doing this
additional information may come up. You can then better calibrate internal feelings.

It's kind of like reach out to touch something mentally before physically doing it. Except
this time you're doing it with a person.

Because people represent and access emotions and states differently, this won't
necessarily mean you can easily tell, but it can give you additional information.

Watch the video from the Sensory Acuity Workshop where this drill was done. Follow
along and do it yourself.

After you've done that, I want you to practice this throughout your day. Visually notice all
the details you can with other people. Then match them and notice what internal feelings
may come up.
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Day 28 - Hooking in Your Feelings

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nKfqpHiZ-Gw


Did you notice in yesterday's drill we actually started to do mirroring?

In case you don't know, mirroring is matching another person's body language from the
big like body posture, down to finer details like breathing and jaw tension.

So this is hooking together the visual with the kinesthetic.

Tomorrow we'll talk about doing the same with sounds and speech.

You don't need to match everything, just do a few things. And it shouldn't be immediate,
you're not trying to put them off, but it can follow a few seconds later.

If they cross their legs you can do the same.

If they use lots of gestures you can use similar ones.

If their breathing is deep, yours can follow suit.

And so on and so forth.

In the beginning you may find this feels a little forced. Just relaxed. Mirroring is something
we all naturally do when we're in rapport.

Have you ever been walking with a friend and noticed that your arms and legs swing in
sync with each other?

It's a natural phenomenon.

Now you're made conscious of it and can increase what you'd normally do.

As you go throughout your day you can practice this and notice how it may change the
quality of your interactions with other people.

Watch this interview with Bill Clinton to see when people are mirroring each other and
when they're not. This matching and mismatching can tell you a lot.

You can also practice mirroring a person in a video to get use to this process.
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Day 29 - Mirroring

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3wJMO7cmhHo


As mentioned yesterday, mirroring can also be with auditory qualities by using the same
predicates and qualities of tone and volume.

Being a more kinesthetic and visual person, I found this one tougher to do personally. For
one, I had to hear what and how they said something, and then I required the flexibility to
then use it back to them. But this won't be true for everyone. Some will find it easy.

Once again this is something we all do naturally to some degree.

So today as you listen to the volume, speed and pitch in someone's voice, try to match
your own back to them.

And as you listen for visual, auditory, kinesthetic, digital or non-specific predicates, put
your language into the same terms.

When you do this, notice how the quality of your interaction changes.

To get started with you can watch this interview to see it occur, or not occur, with others.
Turn on your ears and listen to this and think about how you would reply?
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Day 30 - Mirroring Part 2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gG5urUkdzzM


You've done it!

We've reached the end...or is it just the beginning?

Sensory acuity is an ongoing practice, something that can always become better and
better. Unfortunately, it's not something that you just practice for 30 days and then you've
mastered it.

The best thing you can do is go through it again and again finding new ways to challenge
yourself. One way to do this is to see how many things you can notice all at once like
breathing, skin tone changes, and voice tone changes.

For additional practice look up new videos on my Youtube channel. 

As long as you do a little bit of practice, day in and day out, you'll continually get better.
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Day 31 - Going forward...

Click here to go to the Free Self-Concept Assessments

Identifying your values is a very important step when creating change
in your life. When you live according to your values, you fulfill your
desires and live a happier life.

We have free assessments on our website that help you find your
values in various contexts of your life.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDePHaw-GaZF4cXski72xOQ
https://selfconcept.com/?utm_source=leadmagnet&utm_medium=sensoryacuity&utm_campaign=lead

